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Ask Tante Jennie Algee™,  

the genealogy maven (or at least she thinks so) 

 

 Causes of Death 

 

Dear Tante Jennie, 
 
 I have some death certificates that have causes of death that I cannot 
make out because the handwriting is so bad. Somewhere I saw an article 
about the code numbers written next to the cause of death. Now I cannot 
find the website mentioned. Can you help me? 
 
Luke Agin 
 
 
Bubeleh, 
 
 You have a good memory. In the Summer 2017 edition of The Kol, p. 
26, there was an article on the International List of Causes of Death.  
The list is an attempt to standardize the cause of death, as terms used for 
the same cause varied. In the 1890s, the Bertillon Classification of Causes of 
Death was invented and later it became known as the International List of 
Causes of Death. The United States started using it around 1898. Now it is 
known as the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related 
Health Problems and is currently managed by the World Health  
Organization.  
 The Wolfbane Cybernetic Home Page (www.wolfbane.com) has the 
listing of causes of death as they have been revised over the years. Just 
make sure that you look at the list that would have covered the year of the 
death certificate, as the ten-year revisions sometime made big changes. 
Sometimes there is also an indication on the certificate of the contributory 
cause of death, which is also in the online list. 
 continued on page 2 
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2022 Officers

President Stewart Hoicowitz
1st Vice President – Programs

Deborah Katz
2nd Vice President – Membership

open position
Secretary  Sherri Routman
Treasurer  Linda Schoenberg
Past-Presidents Sylvia Abrams and Amy Wachs

Other past presidents are non-voting members.

Board of Trustees (three-year term)
Jane Rothstein ending December 2022
Feige Stern ending December 2023
Marilyn Perkul ending December 2024

Past presidents are also board members.

Editor of The Kol (appointed) Sean Martin 

Webmaster  Paul Wolf

The Kol is published at least three times a year and
is sent electronically to members, other JGS 
groups, and libraries. Paper copies are kept in our 
library. Members may purchase paper copies by
pre-ordering.

Editor’s Note:  Annie Wyner, granddaughter of JGS 
Cleveland members Don and Fran Golden, 
contributed significantly to this issue. As a senior 
project student from Solon High School working in 
the Cleveland Jewish Archives of Western Reserve 
Historical Society, Wyner wrote each of the six 
meeting reports and a report on her experience 
working in the archives. Her interest and excellent 
work are much appreciated!

Ask Tante Jennie

You might encounter other codes, so
check with the database to make sure that it is 
a cause of death code. Even if the doctor wrote 
in chicken scratch, you should be able to 
decipher enough to confirm the cause with the 
code number.

Recently the website added, 
“Augmentations and additions have been 
made to certain of these lists and so they 
should not be considered as verbatim for the 
original World Health Organisation (sic) ver- 
sions.”

Go to the website and click on

Ta n t e Jen n i e Al g ee™

Right: Special thanks to members who 
participated in the spring cleanup at Ridge

Road Cemetery #2 on May 15, especially
Helen Wolf who served as our group 

representative and helped visitors locate
gravesites of family members.
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Ask Tante Jennie—Member News 

 

  

 

Photos from the Ridge Road #2 cemetery cleanup, in which member Helen Wolf  participated 
(front standing row, first on left, from Federation Facebook page, used with permission). 
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President’s Message   

 It’s great to be back with you again following two recent  

surgeries that required hospitalization. I am grateful to my fellow  

JGSC officers and other members of our team who pitched in to make 
sure that everything was well-managed and ran smoothly during my 
absence.  

 April marked a return to in-person programming with a  

workshop held for members-only at the Beachwood Branch of the 
Cuyahoga County Public Library. The topic was “Overcoming Brick 
Walls in Research” and was led by Past Presidents Sylvia Abrams, Richard Spector and 
Ken Bravo. Those attending were asked to present a research problem to our panel of 
experts and share a significant research breakthrough made during the past two years. 
It also turned out to be a great opportunity to mingle again with JGSC members after 
more than two years of holding our meetings on Zoom with limited social interaction.  

 Like me, many of you have hit brick walls at one time or another in your research 
and know what it feels like to make a breakthrough—maybe discovering an unknown 
branch of your family tree or a ship’s manifest with the original spelling of your family 
name. Take it from me, it is pretty exhilarating.  

 As we emerge from our two-year “hiatus,” we are looking at more opportunities 
to enlighten, educate, and enrich our members. What’s more, we are looking at ways to 
improve your experience by operating in ways that are transparent and efficient. As  

always, we welcome your input and participation. Individuals lend their time, talent and 
experience to advance our mission. It’s hard work, and it takes a team of volunteers to 
ensure everything runs smoothly. To learn more about how you can apply your talents 
in ways that help build and sustain our organization, contact me at presi-
dent@jgscleveland.org or Debbie Katz at programming@jgscleveland.org.   

Local and Ohio—President’s Message        

mailto:president@jgscleveland.org
mailto:president@jgscleveland.org
mailto:programming@jgscleveland.org
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Member News 

 Mazel tov! to Muriel Weber on being named one of the 2021 Difference Makers by the 
Cleveland Jewish News. Muriel’s involvement in Oheb Zedek Cedar Sinai Synagogue, Kol Israel 
Foundation, and the Cleveland Kosher Food Pantry, among other organizations, helps our com-
munity thrive. 

 Mazel tov! to Gerald and Shulamith Erenberg, 2022 recipients of the Rabbi Rudolph M. 
Rosenthal Outstanding Family Award from B’nai Jeshurun Congregation.  

 Special thanks to members who participated in the spring cleanup at Ridge Road Ceme-
tery #2 on May 15, especially Helen Wolf who served as our group representative and helped 
visitors locate gravesites of family members. 

 JGS Cleveland wishes quick and sustained recoveries and the best of health to Don Gold-
en, Stewart Hoicowitz, Deborah Katz, and to Victor M. Sudik, husband of Cyndy Spikell.  

 Former Trustee Madison Jackson will be traveling this summer as part of her work with 
the Global Jewish Pen Pal Program. Madison’s plans will take her to London, Helsinki, Bratislava, 
Krakow, Warsaw, Berlin, Luxembourg City, Milan, and Rome, among other destinations. We 
wish her safe travels and fun adventures! 

 Congratulations to our member Marilyn Bilsky and husband Jeffrey on the recent bat 
mitzvah of their granddaughter Campbell Rose Bilsky, at Anshe Chesed Fairmount Temple.  

       

Local and Ohio—Member News  

B’nai Jeshurun Congregation, from the history page of the congregation’s website. Of interest to JGS Cleve-
land members—the text is written by JGS Cleveland’s own Helen Rosenstein Wolf. 

https://www.bnaijeshurun.org/about-us-our-congregation-our-history
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Local and Ohio—Research Report 

Research Report 

 
Research Report, October 2021 through April 2022 

 

 1. Eli Goldstein from Johannesburg wrote seeking help investigating the relationship, if 
any, among three men named Olshvang from Luknik (Luoke), Lithuania: Leib Itze, who was Eli's 
great grandfather; Rabbi Moshe, who was associated with Telshe Yeshiva in Lithuania; and Rabbi 
Hirsch, who was for three years associated with Telshe Yeshiva in Cleveland. We were unable to 
establish any connections among them, but we were able to fill in many details of Hirsch's story, 
which make it very unlikely that he has any living descendants in the Cleveland area.  

 

 2. Victor Rosenberg (local) wrote seeking information about any siblings or aunts/uncles 
of his grandfather, Jacob Rosenberg, who died in Cleveland in 1931. We were not able to locate 
any definite relatives despite looking at multiple census and death cert listings. Harry Rosenberg 
of Massillon, who was the informant on several of the death certificates, is a possible brother, as 
he and Jacob both have fathers named Sam, but that could also be coincidence with Sam being 
such a common name. We did generate several further leads for Victor to follow up. 

 

 3. Yaakov Ben Ze'ev, a volunteer researcher in Jerusalem, wrote requesting any infor-

mation we might have about Louis Tucker from Unionville, who volunteered for the WWI Jewish 

Legion at the Cleveland recruitment. Although we did not find anything concerning Louis in con-

nection with the Jewish Legion, we were able to provide Yaakov with multiple leads to ordinary 

genealogical information about him (immigration, naturalization, census, etc.), as well as to arti-

cles about the Jewish Legion in both the Jewish press and the Plain Dealer. 

 

For more on the Telshe Yeshiva , see the relevant translated section from the Telsiai yizkor book 
(memory book), https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/Telsiai/tel057.html.  

 

See also the Encyclopedia of Cleveland History article on Telshe, https://case.edu/ech/articles/t/telshe-
yeshiva.  
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 4. Ben Kman (program chair at the Polish Genealogical Society of Greater Cleveland) 
wrote for help locating the marriage record of an interfaith marriage (husband Catholic, wife 
Jewish). No luck sourcing the record, but we did have an enlightening exchange about cultural 
customs relating to the recording of marriages. Ben's objective in seeking the marriage record 
was to learn the precise parish in which the groom had been born in Poland. As he explained to 
me, "Catholic marriage records in Polish churches typically document the birthplace in Poland of 
the bride and groom if they were immigrants.  The priest was actually responsible to report the 
marriage back to the parishes of baptism of the bride and groom." Since he had been unable to 
locate any marriage record in church records, he turned to the possibility that the marriage was 
conducted outside the Church. I explained to him that an interfaith marriage, in the period we 
are talking about, was exceedingly unlikely to have involved a rabbi or a synagogue, and in any 
case, the record would not include the kind of information he was looking for. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 5. Shirley Ann Lee (San Jose) sent a question about her great-great-grandfather, Jacob 
(Koppel) Levin, whom she spotted on a family tree not her own on Ancestry.com. All the rela-
tionships were correct, as were all the details except the death information, which stated that 
he died in Cleveland 27 Nov 1921. To Shirley's knowledge, her Jacob never left Lithuania, so she 
asked us to look into this death. We found that there was a Jacob Levin who died in Cleveland 
on that date, but the specifics were all wrong. Clearly not her ancestor, just a different person 
with the same name. 

 

Local and Ohio—Research Report 

For further information on the Polish Genealogical Society of Greater Cleveland, see their website, http://
pgsgc.org/. The site offers a listing of archival records in Poland and includes a link to the records of JRI Po-
land, the most important site for those searching for Jewish family members from the region.  
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Local and Ohio—Research Report / Nashelsker Convention    
     

 6. Margie Bergstrom (local) requested a translation of the inscription on the grave of her 
son-in-law's great-grandfather. Sylvia Abrams stepped up and provided a lovely and gratefully 
appreciated translation and interpretation. Thank you, Sylvia! 

 

 7. Kathy Kaplan (Reston, VA) inquired about her husband's great-grandfather, the Rabbi 
and Cantor, Hyman Moritz Teitelman. He died Aug. 1, 1925 while serving as cantor at Oheb 
Zedek in Cleveland. Family lore alleges that he died of sepsis on his annual trip to Atlantic City, 
New Jersey, and that his second wife, Zerline J. Hartman, brought his body back, and he was 
buried in Cleveland. What we found was rather more pedestrian. To quote the obituary from 
The Jewish Independent of Aug. 6: "Rev. H.M. Teitelman, cantor of the Oheb Zedek Temple for 
the past three years, passed away suddenly Saturday evening, Aug. 1, at his home, 1013 Park-
wood Drive, at the age of sixty-two years." We found the grave location information and will be 
sending a picture of the grave. We also suggested where she could look for copies of his canto-
rial creations, if they exist at all.  
 

Compiled and written by Russ Maurer. Our team consists of Russ Maurer, Helen Wolf, and Rob-
in Selinger, ably aided by Adelle Gloger and Sean Martin.  

 

Nashelsker Convention 

 

 The photograph to the right appears in the online repository of Western Reserve Histori-

cal Society, Digital Cleveland Starts Here. It was donated to WRHS by Renee Morgenstern Saltz-

man. The caption for the photograph reads as follows:  

Convention of the Nashelsker Relief Society, Cleveland, 1937. This group photograph was taken 

in front of the Kinsman Jewish Center, a local Orthodox congregation. Renee Morgernstern 

Saltzman donated the photograph, which is part of the unprocessed small collections at West-

ern Reserve Historical Society, SA2015-036. As identified in handwriting on the photograph, the 

image includes Phil Wasserman (uncle of donor Renee Morgenstern Saltzman), Mildred Was-

serman (cousin of donor), and Esther Saltzman Wasserman (aunt of donor). Further on in the 

front row is Aaron H. Saltzman (father of donor), Robert Saltzman (uncle of donor), Tante Bran-

del (Brayndl?, aunt of donor), and Max Saltzman (uncle of donor). The Nashelsker Relief Society 

https://wrhs.saas.dgicloud.com/islandora/object/wrhs%3A26212?solr_nav%5Bid%5D=48becc16156a603d6ee7&solr_nav%5Bpage%5D=0&solr_nav%5Boffset%5D=1
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Local and Ohio—Nashelsker Convention 

        

supported the Jewish community of the town of Nashelsk, also known as Nasielsk, Poland. 
Aaron H. Saltzman was the half brother of Maurice Saltzman, noted Cleveland businessman, 
civic leader, and philanthropist. The town of Nasielsk features prominently in the book Three 
Minutes in Poland: Discovering a Lost World in a 1938 Family Film, by Glenn Kurtz.  

 The film Three Minutes: A Lengthening was a part of the recent Cleveland Internation-
al Film Festival. It’s a fascinating example of how researchers can examine sources to find out 
much more about families and the towns they come from. The film zooms in repeatedly on 
the faces in the three-minute family film and details researchers’ efforts to learn more about 
those they were able to identify. Most certainly many in the group in front of the Kinsman 
Jewish Center knew some of those back home in Nasielsk in 1938. I shared this photograph 
with Glenn Kurtz so he can pass it on to others who may be able to identify some of the  

others pictured here. 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt12017738/
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Local and Ohio—October  Meeting 

The What and When of U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Records 

Marian Smith, a retired historian for the United States Immigration and Naturalization 
Services, spoke at the October JGS meeting about the “what and when” of immigration and 
naturalization records. Smith stated that her presentation was a “big picture view”, as immigra-
tion records look vastly different depending on when one immigrated and from where, making 
it difficult to create a definitive guide. Smith’s presentation provided a helpful overview of how 
to predict what records to research depending on an individual immigration case. In addition to 
her presentation, Smith provided a handout which will be linked below that delved more into 
the specifics of researching immigration and naturalization records. 

Smith provided members with a timeline comprised of many major record sets, with the 
entire history broken into three historical eras: The Early Era (18th and 19th century), the Great 
Wave Era (Late 19th and early 20th century), and the Recent Era (late 20th century). Each era has 
its own records, research procedures, and locations where records can be found. In addition to 
dividing her timeline into eras, Smith used three colors (black, gray, and white) to denote 
where each record set can be found, with black representing non-INS records, gray repre-
senting INS records in the National Archives, and white representing INS records in the US Citi-
zenship and Immigration Services.  

The remainder of the handout was organized by the same historical eras used in the 
timeline. Each era had its own table, with the relevant record sets on the left, and information 
on where to find the records on the right. Smith noted that the Great Wave Era took up much 
more space on the handout than the Early Era or the Recent Era. This is due to the fact that 
there were simply not a large variety of immigration records kept in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century (the bulk of immigration records at this time were either court naturaliza-
tion records or customs lists). While there was a larger variety of immigration records in the Re-
cent Era, they were often consolidated into one file in one place. Seeing as they were far more 
spread out and contained many different kinds of records, immigration records from the Great 
Wave Era took up more space and tended to be more difficult to search for. In order to demys-
tify the process of searching for immigration records, Smith provided numerous examples of 
how she went about finding immigration records of people from various eras and locations. 

To begin the search for an individuals’ immigration record(s), Smith recommended  

beginning by plotting the relevant dates of the person’s life on the timeline that was made 
available in the handout. Relevant dates included birth and death dates, the date of the  

person’s immigration to the United States, and the date of the person’s naturalization. Having 
the ability to place a person in a certain era is useful, as it allows one to narrow down what  

records to search for, and where to conduct their search.  
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Local and Ohio—October Meeting 

The What and When of U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Records 

 

 Smith stressed the importance of focusing on dates when researching immigration rec-

ords, stating that dates and time periods provide insight into what sorts of records were kept, 

how immigration was regulated, and where one may be successful searching for records.  

 Smith’s timeline method proved to be a simple and efficient way to approach an other-

wise convoluted process. Using significant dates in a person’s life provides one with the 

knowledge of where to search (NARA, USCIS, etc.) and what to look for.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above is Smith’s timeline for finding  and identifying immigration records.  Addi-
tional resources are available at  https://jgscleveland.org/restricted/secure/
presentations.asp.  
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Local and Ohio—November Meeting 

A Potpourri of Genealogical Tools 

 

Stephen P. Morse spoke at the November JGS meeting about his website, One Step 
Webpages. One Step Webpages provides users with access to a massive database of genealogi-
cal resources, including census records, immigration records, and vital records, among countless 
other options. Morse created his website with the goal of creating a more user friendly data-
base for people interested in genealogical research, after becoming frustrated with the compli-
cated, multistep process of researching using other websites.  

The One Step Website has approximately 300 tools, which are divided into 18 folders. 
One particularly helpful tool is Morse’s One Step forms for searching the Ellis Island database. 
These forms are the White Form, the Gold Form, and the All-New-York- Arrivals form. The White 
Form covers dates from 1892 to 1924. While it is Morse’s own search form, it interacts directly 
with the ellisisland.com database. The Gold Form covers 1892 to 1924 as well, but unlike the 
White Form, it uses a completely separate search engine, meaning that it can do searching that 
cannot be done on ellisisland.com or on the White Form. The All-New-York- Arrivals form covers 
dates from 1820-1957, and interacts with ancestry.com. These tools are part of a concept Morse 
coined the “One-Step Immigration Triangle”. This ‘triangle’ consists of three tools that are useful 
in searching for immigration records, with the first searching for passengers by name, the sec-
ond searching for ship arrivals, and the third providing manifest images by roll and frame. Morse 
noted that the “One-Step Immigration Triangle” was a method that was applicable to ports of 
immigration other than Ellis Island, such as Castle Garden, Barge Office, and many others. 

In addition to being an excellent resource for immigration records, the One Step Website 

has countless other tools for accessing vital record information. Morse’s website gives access to 

information such as marriage records, birthday information, and death records that may not be 

easily accessible on other websites. Another feature is the US Census search tool, which can be 

searched by name, address, or enumeration district (ED). There are also other tools that are in-

teresting and helpful for genealogists. The One Step Website is host to tools for calendar con-

versions, determining zip codes or area codes, and even working with foreign alphabets such as 

Hebrew, Arabic, and Greek. All of these resources being available on one website provide a valu-

able source of information, and making the One Step Website something that is certainly worth 

looking into. 
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Local and Ohio—November Meeting 

A Potpourri of Genealogical Tools 

 

 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Morse’s Ellis Island search tool 

Morse’s US Census search tool 
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Local and Ohio—December  Meeting 

Using Facial Recognition Tools to Identify Unnamed Ancestors  
for Genealogical Research  

 Scott Genzer, a data scientist at Rapidminer, spoke at the December JGS Cleveland 
meeting about using facial recognition software to identify unknown people in photographs. 
Genzer, in addition to being a data scientist, is an avid genealogist who wants to illustrate the 
benefits of utilizing technology such as facial recognition in genealogical research. In his presen-
tation, Genzer discussed how to use facial recognition software and why it is a useful tool. He 
also demonstrated his process to meeting participants. 

Genzer demonstrated his five-step facial recognition process with a photograph of a Jew-
ish family from Mielec, Poland. He began by developing a collection of photos of known ances-
tors/people living in the same area as the unknown people in the photograph. He suggested 
seeking out documents such as passport applications that were likely to have names and photo-
graphs for this. Once the photos were collected, he cropped each photo, both of the identified 
and unidentified individuals, into headshots, and labeled the headshots of the identified individ-
uals so he could put names to faces. Genzer stressed the importance of collecting as many pho-
tos as possible in order to increase the likelihood of finding a photo that matches one of the un-
known people. For a low cost, relatively accessible facial recognition program, Genzer recom-
mended Amazon Web Services’ facial recognition algorithm.* Once he had his facial matches, 
he used his newly identified photos to build a family tree with the previously identified faces.  

After his demonstration of the facial recognition software, Genzer discussed different 
software options for participants to use at home. There are two major types of programs: pre-
trained models, and custom-trained models. Pre-trained models have been programmed by an-
other company (i.e. Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, etc), while custom-trained models are 
programmed by the user. He recommended pre-trained models for people without back-
grounds in technology and science, due to their easy use and low cost. While pre-trained mod-
els are prone to false positives and negatives, they are more accessible in general. Custom-
trained models tend to give more accurate results, but they are difficult to use without a tech-
nology background, and are much higher effort to use in general. Genzer emphasized the idea 
that facial recognition programs are tools to be used in conjunction with other resources and 
research, rather than something to be used on their own. 

In addition to his presentation, Genzer linked a number of resources (PowerPoints, arti-
cles, step by step guides on using software), all of which are available on the JGS website under 
the members only pages. He also gave his email address (sgenzer@gmail.com) for participants 
with any questions. While facial recognition technology can be difficult to use at times, Genzer’s 
presentation simplified the process greatly. 

   

mailto:sgenzer@gmail.com
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Local and Ohio—December Meeting 

Using Facial Recognition Tools to Identify Unnamed Ancestors for  
Genealogical Research  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*The AWS  algorithm works by scanning the face of an unidentified person in a photograph, 

and comparing that person’s features to the features of other previously identified people in a col-

lection of photographs. If the unidentified photo has an 80% match or higher to an identified pho-

to, they are likely either related, or the same person. While the program may struggle with identi-

fying certain features (long beard, tichel sheitell), it is a relatively effective tool. 

Genzer employed his facial recognition technique to identify the missing people in this photo 
of a  Jewish family in Mielec, Poland taken in 1920. 
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Local and Ohio—January  Meeting   

Preparing for the 1950 Census                                                       

Joel Weintraub spoke to members about preparing for the 1950 census at the January 
JGS meeting. Weintraub, an emeritus professor of biology at California State University Fuller-
ton, has been involved in genealogy for over twenty years. In addition to his work in academia, 
Weintraub volunteered at the National Archives for nine years. He has collaborated with Steve 
Morse, who spoke at the November JGS meeting about his own website stevemorse.org and 
creating location tools for the 1900-1950 US Census, as well as a search tool for the New York 
state census of NYC (1905, 1915, and 1925). 

Weintraub suggested preparing for the 1950 census by creating a resource folder so all of 

the information one may need is in one place. He recommends including his handout, which is 

available at https://jgscleveland.org/restricted/limited/presentations/1950-Census-

Handout.pdf. A spreadsheet of 1950 targets and where they were in April 1950, and a full copy 

of the enumerator’s reference manual.* Weintraub also recommended specific resources and 

tools to seek out, including census schedules, enumeration district descriptions, census maps, 

name indexes, and locational tools. He stated that it was important the know what was in the 

census, how it was done, and what would be the best ways to start researching once the census 

was released. He also predicted that the release of the 1950 census would bring about a new 

wave of genealogists and historians, making it even more important to stay ahead of the curve 

when it came to preparation. 

With regard to searching the 1950 census, Weintraub recommended using locational 
tools and enumeration districts as opposed to using name indexes. This is due to the fact that 
name indexes could potentially be inefficient due to misspellings of names, as well as the fact 
that there will often be numerous people with the same name. Weintraub stated that the best 
way to prepare to search the 1950 census was to find the enumeration district numbers for the 
locations/addresses of target people before the census was rolled out, and to use that infor-
mation to search rather than using names. This, he said, was the most reliable and quick way to 
search the census. Particular resources to use included enumeration district maps and street in-
dexes, both of which are available on the One-Step Website, stevemorse.org 

Given that he collaborated with Steve Morse on many of the census search tools on the 
One-Step Website, Weintraub took it upon himself to demonstrate how to use the locational 
tools offered when searching the census. These demonstrations, along with countless other re-
sources for genealogical research, are available on his YouTube channel, JDW Talks. Additionally, 
the One-Step Website has its own set of instructions on how to navigate the tools. Weintraub’s 
handout, which was linked above, has links to countless websites, databases, and resources for 
the 1950 census.  

With the recent opening of the census, the information provided by Weintraub is particu-

larly relevant and will certainly prove helpful to those conducting research. 

https://jgscleveland.org/restricted/limited/presentations/1950-Census-Handout.pdf
https://jgscleveland.org/restricted/limited/presentations/1950-Census-Handout.pdf
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/stephenmorse.org
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A job ad placed  in a newspaper in search of enumerators for the 1950 census. 

 

*The Enumerator’s Reference Manual was given to all enumerators (census takers). It 

provides insight into how the 1950 census was done and what was and wasn’t included in it.  

Local and Ohio—January  Meeting   

Preparing for the 1950 Census                                                       
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Local and Ohio—February Meeting   

The Cultural Phenomena of Home  DNA Testing 

At the February meeting, author and former Washington Post journalist Libby Copeland 
spoke to JGS members about her new book, The Lost Family: How DNA Testing is Upending 
Who We Are. The Lost Family, published in June 2020, is centered around the home DNA 
testing phenomena that has become popular in recent years with companies such as ances-
try.com and 23andme. Tying the book together is the story of a woman named Alice. Alice 
took a DNA test in order to further understand her Irish heritage and discovered that her ge-
netic background was half Ashkenazi Jewish. 

One aspect of DNA testing that fascinated Copeland was the fact that something so 
seemingly clinical could induce such emotion for so many. Copeland explained that what 
drove her to write The Lost Family stemmed largely from hearing the stories of people whose 
lives were changed dramatically after taking a home DNA test. Often, she said, a test that may 
have been intended to do something as simple as determine a person’s ethnicity could expose 
explosive family secrets, be it that a person was adopted, or that the father they grew up with 
was not their biological father. Copeland posited that the development of home DNA testing 
has caused family secrets to be a thing of the past, and that this would only become more true 
as DNA testing progressed. She stated that while the ethics of home DNA testing were compli-
cated and highly debatable, it represented one of the massive cultural shifts that so often 
came with technological and scientific advancement. 

Copeland was also interested in how the discoveries that many people have made 
about their lineage through home DNA testing have caused people to reconsider what family 
is, and how much of their identity is shaped by their environment as opposed to genetics. 
Through her interviews with people who discovered secrets about their lineage through DNA 
testing (different birth father than expected, adopted, different ethnicity than expected), 
Copeland realized that most people preferred to define their family and identity through their 
experiences rather than through their genetics. However, it was often true that the discoveries 
made through these home tests also helped many to explain a sense of wrongness they may 
have felt in their families, or helped them to get in touch with aspects of their identity they 
never would have otherwise. Copeland’s interviewees represented an interesting intersection 
between nature and nurture: while they still felt connected to their families, whether they 
were related by birth or not, they often found that unexplained differences between them-
selves and others were explained by their lineage, demonstrating how people can be shaped 
by both genetics and upbringing.  
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Copeland also discussed the ethical issues that arise from DNA testing. The potential for 

invasions of privacy and the fact that private information was becoming more and more public 

was a particular aspect of concern. Copeland did find merit in these concerns, stating that one 

pitfall of programs such as ancestry.com was the lack of privacy, in addition to how data could 

potentially be misinterpreted. This issue, Copeland argued, signified a massive culture shift in 

America in general: with the advancement of technology, and the increased accessibility to any 

information one could want on the internet, there came a decrease in privacy. The popularity of 

home DNA testing is symbol of a moment in American culture where almost no information is 

out of reach. 

Copeland’s work and its subjects demonstrate how the rise of companies such as 

23andme and ancestry.com have permanently changed genealogy. DNA testing and other tech-

nology of its ilk being so accessible has the power to uncover generations of family secrets and 

completely reshape family trees. These scientific/technological developments, flawed as they 

may be, have the power to completely reshape how people view themselves and the world 

around them.  Whether the costs outweigh the  benefits has yet to be determined.   
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Local and Ohio—March Meeting   

Out of the Whirlwind: Finding Your Family Lost in the Holocaust 

 

Deborah Long spoke at the March JGS meeting about finding relatives and loved ones 
who were lost in the Holocaust. She gave demonstrations on how to use a number of data-
bases, such as the International Tracing Service  (ITS)/ Arolsen Archives, the United States Hol-
ocaust Memorial Museum website, the Yad Vashem website, and JewishGen. Additional re-
sources and instructions are available in a handout that can be found at https://
jgscleveland.org/restricted/limited/presentations/Handout-Deborah-Long.pdf.  

 

 Long suggested starting the search for lost loved ones by familiarizing oneself with the 
history of the community where they were from. Learning the background of the area could 
be helpful in determining where a relative may have been taken. She also recommended re-
searching the forces occupying the area at the time and the locations where prisoners from 
the area were taken. The ITS/Arolsen Archives offer a service for people requesting infor-
mation about loved ones who were persecuted in the Holocaust, which is available at https://
www.its-arolsen.org/en/information/request-for-information-on-victims-of-nazipersecution/. 
Additionally, Yad Vashem and the USHMM offer large databases of records for those who wish 
to research their lost loved ones. 
  

 Long stressed the importance of seeking out testimonials of friends or family of lost rel-
atives when possible, and to get as much information as possible (names, addresses, other rel-
atives, etc.). Testimonials, she said, could often reveal where loved ones were taken and what 
happened to them. 

  

 The amount of databases and information available online can often be overwhelming. 
Only a few of the resources that are available were listed in this article, but there are countless 
books and resources to be used, many of which are included in Long’s handout, which is linked 
above. Deborah Long can be reached at DebbieTheTeacher@gmail.com for those with ques-
tions. 

 

 

 

Right: Top photo from search of  ITS database; bottom, from database  
of United States Holocaust Memorial Museum  

https://jgscleveland.org/restricted/limited/presentations/Handout-Deborah-Long.pdf
https://jgscleveland.org/restricted/limited/presentations/Handout-Deborah-Long.pdf
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/:%20https:/www.its-arolsen.org/en/information/request-for-information-on-victims-of-nazipersecution/
file:///C:/Users/manuscripts/Desktop/:%20https:/www.its-arolsen.org/en/information/request-for-information-on-victims-of-nazipersecution/
mailto:DebbieTheTeacher@gmail.com
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 JGS member Robin Selinger spotted this Cleveland Community Street sign on a recent 
visit to Tel Aviv. Helen and Paul Wolf did some translation and research work for us to fill us in 
on the backstory of the sign. The sign reads: 

 

Cleveland Community Street 

Commemorating Cleveland philanthropic donors 

who donated their money to rehabilitate the neighbourhood 

Cleveland Jewish Community st. 

 Here’s more from Helen and Paul: For over twenty years, the Jewish Federation of 
Cleveland has had a "sister city" connection to the town of Beit Shean and the Beit Shean re-
gion in northern Israel. Beit Shean is about  24 km (15 miles) south of the Kinneret (Sea of  

Galilee). But long before that, Cleveland was "paired"  with the Neve Sharett neighborhood in 
Tel Aviv, for at least 13 years. Here's an excerpt from an article in  the  March 20, 1981, edition 
of the Cleveland Jewish News, describing the "Project Renewal" relationship between Cleve-
land and Neve Sharrett. (“Project Renewal—A New Lease on Life”, Jerry D. Barach, March 20, 
1981, Cleveland Jewish News, p. 17) 

Project Renewal   

 “It sounds like some sort of a renovation project. That it is, but the renovation is much 
more than physical. People can be renewed too. Given renewed hope. Renewed expectations. 
New tools for human development. In short, a new lease on life. 

 To put it succinctly. Project Renewal boils down to the following: People helping  

people to help themselves. 

  Project Renewal is a concept that originated a few years back with Prime Min-
ister Menachem Begin of Israel- With a mandate to govern based to a large extent on the 
"have-not" element of the Israeli population, the prime minister called for a grand, multi-
year, multi-million dollar project that would involve all elements of Israeli society, public and 
private, and the Jewish communities of the world. 

 Thus was born the idea of Project Renewal-a partnership of the Israeli government, the 
Jewish Agency, overseas Jewish communities and the people of Israel's distressed neighbor-
hoods themselves-all working together to improve the quality of life, both physical and spiritu-
al, in the depressed sections of cities and towns all over Israel. Sixty-nine neighborhoods  

International—Cleveland Jewish Community Street 
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International—Cleveland Jewish Community Street 

in Israel were "twinned with communities abroad so that there might be direct involvement 
on a people-to-people basis. Cleveland's "twin" is Neve Sharett, in Tel Aviy, and the  

people-to-people part is very strong. For example, Tel Aviv mayor Shlomo Lahat has  

developed a close personal relationship with Project Renewal chairperson, Vic GeIb, and has 
visited Cleveland twice himself. Likewise last fall, the 20 Cleveland participants in the  

President's Mission spent extensive time in Neve Sharett. As in Cleveland, funds are being 
raised and administered separately from the overall Jewish appeals in the various world  

communities, so that they may be dedicated entirely to Project Renewal.    

 The funds are being used for physical, residential renewal, construction and  

improvement of such things as public buildings, parks, streets and outdoor lighting and  

renovation of older buildings. But, more importantly, funds are being allocated to many  

individual "people" programs.” 

 Paul also found articles in 1993 editions of the CJN mentioning the Project Renewal rela-
tionship, so the relationship was ongoing for quite a few years. Be sure to check out Cleveland  

Jewish Community Street next time you’re in Tel Aviv! 
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Senior Project at WRHS  

  

 My name is Annie Wyner and I am a senior at Solon 
High School. For the past two weeks, I have been interning at 
WRHS with Sean Martin.  I came into this experience knowing 
little about what the day in the life of a curator looks like, and I 
had very few expectations for the work that we would be  

doing, What I did not understand then, and what I can greatly 
appreciate now, is the ways in which librarians, curators, and 
archivists are constantly changing and adapting in order to 
meet the needs of the communities they serve.  

  

 To be an archivist is to be constantly immersed in the 
stories of others. Working in the archives felt like I constantly 

had one foot in the past and one foot in the present. While the mission of museums and 
archives may be to preserve history, those who work such institutions must focus on the 
present and the future. This field is constantly evolving to fit the needs of the communi-
ty, and in order to understand these needs, people like Sean and his colleagues are in-
credibly engaged with the people around them. Museums and libraries play a massive 
role in the collective memory of the public, and the people who work in these places are 
keenly aware of this fact. Their field is one that is constantly evolving, and as such, their 
jobs require incredible adaptability. 
  

 Another aspect of working at the museum that struck me was the need for or-
ganization and attention to detail. The work we did, and many of the processes Sean 
showed me, could be incredibly tedious, and frankly, a bit annoying. However, I came to 
realize that all of the work was necessary, tedious as it may be. Ultimately, museums 
and libraries are meant to serve the public, and if that means putting in extra work to 
make research easier for the people these institutions are serving, then it is worth it.  

 

 I enjoyed my time at WRHS so much more than I’d expected, and I’m so beyond 
grateful to Sean for the opportunity. I have no idea what the future holds, or if I will ev-
er get the chance to work in a setting like this again. No matter what, this experience 
was incredibly valuable, and it reminded me why libraries and museums are so im-
portant. 
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Senior Project at WRHS 

 Pictured above are before and after pictures of an old storage area in the archives of Western 
Reserve Historical Society. In truth, the before picture is really midway through the process of cleaning up 
materials that, in most cases, had been left behind by employees who had left WRHS or that were simply 
in the wrong place for whatever reason. Annie’s help was instrumental in cleaning up this space to make 
it much more usable for staff.  

 The picture illustrates the tangible side of public history — the boxes, blueprints, paintings, pho-
tographs, posters, and other items that we accumulate and have to dispose of, whether that means inclu-
sion in an archival collection or removal to document destruction. Annie’s help was part of the conclusion 
of our recent renovation, the kind of cleaning that’s done when move or remodel. I’m incredibly grateful 
for her help and her interest and, also, confident that she’ll succeed in reaching her goals, however she 
defines them, at Oberlin and beyond.  

           -Sean Martin 
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Klezmer in Cleveland 

Cleveland’s own Jack Stratton will record a live album of klezmer music at Cain Park on Sun-
day, June 26th. Stratton, of the band Vulfpeck and the son of Bert Stratton of Yiddishe Cup, 
will perform alongside musicians Josh Dolgin and Michael Winograd. The three performers will 
be known as Yiddishe Pirat (Jewish Pirate).  

 

IAJGS 
The 42nd IAJGS International Conference on Jewish Genealogy will be held virtually from Au-
gust 21st-25th, 2022. While the conference will again be all virtual, local host Philadelphia will 
insure that there is plenty of programming on Philadelphia and Western Pennsylvania. Check 
the program for full details of titles and speakers on a wide range of topics.  

 

Reading Recommendations 

JGS members may be interested in two recent articles focusing on genealogy or related issues. 
“Our Obsession with Ancestry has some Twisted Roots” by Maya Jasanoff appeared in the May 
2, 2022, issue of The New Yorker, and “Why Biology is Not Destiny”, by M. W. Feldman and 
Jessica Riskin appeared in the April 21, 2022, issue of The New York Review. That article is a 
review of The Genetic Lottery by Kathryn Harden.   

 

Worlds Apart 

Worlds Apart: The Journeys of My Jewish Family in Twentieth Century Europe is the first book 
by BBC journalist Nadia Ragozhina. The book tells the story of two brothers, one who settles in 
Switzerland, the other in Moscow, from the perspective of their daughters and granddaugh-
ters. The remarkable story was the focus of an online Yiddish Book Center event.  

 

Family Affairs 

Family Affairs was a series of events sponsored by the Center for Jewish History in New York 
City. One of the events featured a discussion between the author Philippe Sands and the 
scholar Natalia Aleksiun. Sands discussed his own family’s Holocaust history and his work as a 
scholar of international law. Among his works are East West Street, a remarkable memoir and 
detective story combining his family history and professional interests, andThe Ratline: Love, 
Lies, and Justice on the Trail of a Nazi Fugitive, the story of the family of Otto Wachter, the 
governor general of Galicia during the war, also the subject of a fascinating BBC podcast. A re-
cording of the discussion is available on YouTube. 

Announcements 

https://liveforlivemusic.com/news/vulfpeck-jack-stratton-klezmer-cleveland/?fbclid=IwAR0wZ_fTF2cm_3_HA1PwNHd2oXmfna7frF493NC0kwN-3wqv2yV0hgRZKK4
https://s4.goeshow.com/iajgs/annual/2022/index.cfm
https://s4.goeshow.com/iajgs/annual/2022/program_schedule.cfm
https://www.yiddishbookcenter.org/language-literature-culture/recordings-yiddish-book-centers-virtual-public-programs/worlds-apart
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qbtYJ3iNC4&t=3s&ab_channel=CenterforJewishHistory
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MEMBERSHIP  
Membership is by calendar year. 

Annual Single Membership is $25;  
Annual Family Membership is $35. 

Membership form available at www.jgscleveland.org.  
 

Send 2022 dues check and completed form to 
Jewish Genealogy Society of Cleveland, Menorah Park  

ATTN: Linda Schoenberg 
27100 Cedar Road 

Beachwood, OH 44122 
 

To contact the President or to send a query, e-mail  
President@JGSCleveland.org or send snail mail to:  

Jewish Genealogy Society of Cleveland  
c/o Menorah Park   
27100 Cedar Rd. 

www.jgscleveland.org/ 

and on Facebook, too! 

 
Wednesday, July 6, 2022, 7:00 PM, online 
Patronymic Naming and Cemetery Research—Their Importance in Jewish Genealogy 
Nolan Altman 
 
Wednesday, August 3, 2022, 7:00 PM, online 
Program to be announced  
 
Wednesday, September 7,  2022, 7:00 PM, online 
Program to be announced 
 
Wednesday, October 4,  2022, 7:00 PM, online 
Program to be announced 
 
November 2022 online 
Date and program to be announced 
 
Wednesday, December 7,  2022, 7:00 PM, online 
Program to be announced 

PROGRAM CALENDAR 

To contact other officers, visit our 
website and click on their e-mail 
addresses.  

http://www.clevelandjgs.org


Group portrait, B. B. G. Girls, Shellie Friedman, Connie Hart, Betty Schiffman, Marilyn Leibowitz, 
Edie Evenchik, Bernice Prayzer, published in Dedication Book, Agudath B'nai Israel, Meister Road 
at Pole Avenue, Lorain, Ohio, May 4, 1969. (WRHS)  

Group portrait, Agudath B'nai Israel Board of Trustees, Bottom row: Sol Alpern, Harvey Karas, Hyman Shiff, 
Gerald Ecker, Isadore Sepsenwol, Gerda Klein, Linda Wexler; Middle Row: Max Hetler, Henry Libiki, Morris 
Asch, Arthur London, Barnie Freedman unidentified; Row #3: Ted Jacobs, Nate Wittow, Dr. Henry Maza-
row (?), Sanford Slutzker, Joe Guserov, Sam Brown, unidentified; Row #4: Ed Wexler, Robert Deutsch, Hy-
man Goldberg, Howard Bernes, Ed Gould, Leo Weingarten, unidentified Man; Dave Goldberg, published in 
Dedication Book, Agudath B'nai Israel, Meister Road at Pole Avenue, Lorain, Ohio, May 4, 1969 . (WRHS) 


